Introduction
============

Throughout long history of humans, demography and surrounding environment have left footprints in genomic sequences of the individuals in a population scale ([@msaa005-B46]). Elucidation of such sequence-encoded information provides us a clue to understand global evolutionary signatures of modern human populations, which is often linked to population-specific genetic risk of human complex traits ([@msaa005-B46]). Recent efforts to construct large-scale genome data have developed population-representative catalogs of genetic variants and their allele frequency spectra from diverse ancestries ([@msaa005-B57]; [@msaa005-B26]; [@msaa005-B29]). Interpretation of such big data by applying sophisticated methods of statistical and population genetics has successfully revealed genomic loci under extensive natural selection signatures, as well as implication of the key phenotypes that might have been involved in evolution (e.g., skin pigmentation at *SLC24A5* in Africans \[[@msaa005-B8]\], adaptation to agriculture at *FADS1* in Europeans \[[@msaa005-B33]\], and hair morphology at *EDAR* in east Asians \[[@msaa005-B59]\]).

The methods to explore selective sweeps embedded in the human genome sequences have been originally developed to examine diversity in derived allele frequency spectra among ancestries (Tajima's *D* \[[@msaa005-B53]\] and *F*-statistics \[*F*~ST~; [@msaa005-B58]\]). Then, a variety of frameworks have been introduced 1) to enhance statistical power by interrogating extended haplotypes (integrated haplotype score \[iHS; [@msaa005-B56]; [@msaa005-B19]\] and cross-population extended haplotype homozygosity \[[@msaa005-B47]\]), 2) to fine-map the variants responsible for the selective sweeps (composite of multiple signals \[[@msaa005-B12]\]), 3) to assign functional annotations to selection signatures (site frequency spectra \[[@msaa005-B37]\]), and 4) to expand the time phases corresponding to the selection from older ages to very recent ages (singleton density score \[SDS; [@msaa005-B9]\]). One unsettled point was, however, the efficient methodology to utilize the biobank-scale large genome data. Recently, the national biobank projects have constructed high-resolution genetic and phenotypic data of hundreds of thousands of participants, which could capture comprehensive population-specific spectra of the variants with phenome-wide association lists ([@msaa005-B5]; [@msaa005-B20]; [@msaa005-B14]). However, the previous methodologies to examine natural selection signatures were mostly developed to handle genome data with relatively smaller sample sizes, and sometimes not applicable to such big data due to massive computational burdens ([@msaa005-B52]). Thus, a novel framework to powerfully conduct a genome-wide scan of the selection sweeps by fully utilizing biobank-scale large genome data has been warranted.

Recently, Palamara et al. developed a novel method named the ascertained sequentially Markovian coalescent (ASMC), which estimate the locus-specific coalescence times (time to most recent common ancestor \[TMRCA\]) for pairs of two homologous chromosomes in a genome-wide manner utilizing hidden Markov models ([@msaa005-B45]). Compared with the previous methods utilizing the whole-genome sequencing (WGS) data ([@msaa005-B27]; [@msaa005-B55]), ASMC can estimate the coalescence times based only on the single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) microarray data with the achievement of orders of magnitude faster computing, which is scalable for analyzing hundreds of thousands of individuals. Application of ASMC to the biobank-scale genome data such as UK Biobank has successfully detected 12 genetic loci with extensively high density of recent coalescence times as a signature of recent positive selection in Europeans ([@msaa005-B45]). ASMC could also provide insights into temporal aspects of the detected evolutionary events. Considering that worldwide populations have separately experienced demographic and natural selection history ([@msaa005-B30]; [@msaa005-B38]; [@msaa005-B42]), its application to additional non-European populations should be warranted.

In this study, we report natural selection signatures in the Japanese population by applying ASMC to the large-scale genome-wide association study (GWAS) data (*n *\>* *170,000). In parallel, we calculated iHS, another measure to detect selective sweeps. Further, we quantitatively assessed overlap of the observed natural selection signatures with the risk variants of the modern human disease phenotypes to elucidate underlying impacts of evolution in Japanese.

Results
=======

Japanese GWAS Data with \>170,000 Unrelated Individuals
-------------------------------------------------------

In this study, we utilized the large-scale GWAS data of the Japanese individuals enrolled in the BioBank Japan (BBJ) project, a nation-wide hospital-based cohort of the Japanese population ([@msaa005-B15]). As described previously ([@msaa005-B20]; [@msaa005-B14]), we obtained the GWAS data genotyped with the high-density SNP microarrays and applied stringent quality control (QC) filters, which yielded genotype data of 485,296 autosomal SNPs with minor allele frequency ≥0.01 for the unrelated 170,882 Japanese individuals. We then conducted phasing of the GWAS genotype data to obtain genome-wide haplotype data. As previously reported ([@msaa005-B54]; [@msaa005-B42]), the principal component analysis (PCA) plot indicated that the Japanese population consisted of two subclusters (i.e., "Hondo" and "Ryukyu-Ainu" clusters), whereas we included all the individuals in this study ([supplementary fig. 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online).

ASMC Detected Abundant Natural Selection Signatures in Japanese
---------------------------------------------------------------

By applying the ASMC software, we estimated locus-specific TMRCA in a genome-wide manner for the Japanese GWAS data. As a parameter, we utilized the population-specific demographic model ([@msaa005-B55]) estimated from the previously constructed deep WGS data of the Japanese population (*n *=* *1,276; [@msaa005-B42]). We computed a statistic DRC~*T*~, which reflects the density of recent coalescence within the past *T* generations for each window bin with 0.05 cM. We focused on DRC~150~, which is sensitive to detect signals of positive selection signatures approximately within the past 20,000 years ([@msaa005-B45]). By fitting the genome-wide DRC~150~ values into a gamma distribution, we obtained the *P* values representing the significance of the natural selection signatures (=*P*~ASMC~) for the 71,320 bins (a quantile--quantile plot for [supplementary fig. 2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}*a*, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online, and a Manhattan plot for [fig. 1*a*](#msaa005-F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Genome-wide natural selection signatures of the Japanese population. Manhattan plots of the genome-wide natural selection signatures obtained from the GWAS data of 170,882 Japanese individuals. The *y*-axis indicates the --log~10~(*P*) of a genome-wide selection signatures calculated by using (*a*) ASMC for each bin with 0.05cM (=*P*~ASMC~) and (*b*) iHS for each SNP (=*P*~iHS~), respectively. The horizontal gray line represents the genome-wide significance threshold based on Bonferroni correction of the numbers of the evaluated bins or SNP.](msaa005f1){#msaa005-F1}

As a result, we observed the 29 genetic loci which satisfied the genome-wide significance threshold considering multiple comparisons of the number of the tested bins (*P*~ASMC~ \< 0.05/71,320 = 7.0 × 10^−7^; [table 1](#msaa005-T1){ref-type="table"}), conspicuously expanding the genome-wide catalog of selective sweeps in Japanese. The most significant natural selection signature was observed at the alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) gene cluster locus at 4q23 (*P*~ASMC~ = 2.2 × 10^−36^, 99.528--100.979 Mb at chr 4), which is known as one of the loci under strongest selection pressure in east Asian populations ([@msaa005-B11]; [@msaa005-B24]; [@msaa005-B42]). Within the ADH cluster, the strongest selection pressure was observed at the bin of 100.137--100.244 Mb, which included *ADH1A* and *ADH1B* ([fig. 2](#msaa005-F2){ref-type="fig"}). The *FAM96A* locus at 15q22, the *MYOF* locus at 10q23 and 13q21, the *GRIA2* locus at 4q32, and the *ASAP2* locus at 2p25 demonstrated relatively strong selection signals (*P*~ASMC~ \< 1.0 × 10^−10^; [supplementary fig. 3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). The loci previously reported to be under selection pressure in the Japanese population (i.e., *EDAR*, the ADH cluster, the major histocompatibility complex \[MHC\] region, and *ALDH2* \[[@msaa005-B10]; [@msaa005-B24]; [@msaa005-B40]; [@msaa005-B42]\]) also showed significant selection signatures in our results independently obtained from ASMC. Regarding the loci under selection reported in the Han Chinese population and other east Asian populations ([@msaa005-B31], [@msaa005-B29]; [@msaa005-B7]), we found overlap of the signature at *PSMB2*, *SLC44A5*, and *FADS2* (*P*~ASMC~ = 2.0 × 10^−8^, 1.3 × 10^−8^, and 0.0030), as well as the MHC region and ADH cluster. The *DOCK9* locus at 13q32 under selection in Chinese was not replicated (*P*~ASMC~ = 0.27), whereas we observed selection signature in *DOCK8* at 9p24 which belongs to the same gene family as *DOCK9* in Japanese (*P*~ASMC~ = 6.4 × 10^−10^). The immune-related loci reported in the Chinese and other Asian populations (e.g., *CR1* at 1q32, the IGH cluster at 14q32, and *LILRA3* at 19q13) were not replicated (*P*~ASMC~ \> 0.05 for the bins including these genes; [@msaa005-B17]; [@msaa005-B7]; [@msaa005-B29]). The loci under selection specifically in Europeans (i.e., *LCT* and *TLR*; [@msaa005-B9]; [@msaa005-B45]) did not show enrichment of selection signals in our results (*P*~ASMC~ \> 0.05 for the bins including these genes). These results suggested a population-specific feature of the natural selection signatures in the Japanese population.

![Regional plots of the natural selection signatures at the ADH cluster locus. Regional plots of the significant natural selection signatures observed at the ADH cluster locus at 4q23. Regional enrichment of (*a*) DRC~*T*~ for recent coalescence events, (*b*) ASMC for each bin with 0.05 cM (=*P*~ASMC~, upper), iHS for each SNP (=*P*~iHS~, middle), and SDS for each SNP (=*P*~SDS~, bottom), along with (*c*) the gene positions. The *y*-axes in (*b*) indicate the --log~10~(*P*) of genome-wide selection signatures. The horizontal gray lines represent the genome-wide significance thresholds.](msaa005f2){#msaa005-F2}

###### 

Genetic Loci with Significant Natural Selection Signatures in the Japanese Population Detected by ASMC.

  Chr   Position (Mb)       Cytoband  *P* ~ASMC~      Gene(s)
  ----- ------------------ ---------- --------------- -----------------
  1     35.635--36.412        1p34    2.0 × 10^−8^    *PSMB2*
  1     75.623--76.469        1p31    1.3 × 10^−8^    *SLC44A5*
  1     193.833--193.994      1q31    4.1 × 10^−7^    *CDC73*
  2     8.983--9.798          2p25    9.7 × 10^−11^   *ASAP2*
  2     17.139--17.791        2p24    2.0 × 10^−8^    *RAD51AP2*
  2     38.239--38.623        2p22    8.8 × 10^−10^   *CYP1B1*
  2     108.430--109.524      2q12    6.0 × 10^−10^   *EDAR*
  2     125.760--126.395      2q14    3.5 × 10^−7^    *CNTNAP5*
  2     158.772--158.880      2q24    4.3 × 10^−7^    *UPP2*
  2     211.547--211.903      2q34    5.1 × 10^−9^    *CPS1*
  2     213.033--213.295      2q34    4.2 × 10^−8^    *ERBB4*
  3     134.389--134.622      3q22    6.3 × 10^−8^    *EPHB1*
  4     28.250--28.870        4p15    5.6 × 10^−9^    *MIR4275*
  4     99.528--100.979       4q23    2.2 × 10^−36^   The ADH cluster
  4     122.149--122.362      4q27    2.5 × 10^−7^    *QRFPR*
  4     158.116--159.173      4q32    4.1 × 10^−11^   *GRIA2*
  6     18.713--19.444        6p22    1.1 × 10^−9^    *MIR548A1*
  6     29.736--30.075        6p21    7.2 × 10^−8^    The MHC region
  7     112.095--112.500      7q31    9.5 × 10^−8^    *LSMEM1*
  8     139.643--139.676      8q24    4.9 × 10^−7^    *COL22A1*
  9     0.204--0.399          9p24    6.4 × 10^−10^   *DOCK8*
  10    94.357--95.174       10q23    6.2 × 10^−13^   *MYOF*
  11    24.896--25.467       11p14    3.6 × 10^−8^    *LUZP2*
  12    1.207--1.549         12p13    1.9 × 10^−7^    *ERC1*
  12    111.746--113.238     12q24    7.0 × 10^−8^    *ALDH2*
  13    63.401--64.618       13q21    1.1 × 10^−11^   ---
  13    74.493--74.862       13q22    2.2 × 10^−8^    *KLF12*
  15    63.733--65.208       15q22    5.9 × 10^−13^   *FAM96A*
  20    30.578--31.091       20q11    2.5 × 10^−7^    *CCM2L*

[Note]{.smallcaps}.---Genetic loci with genome-wide significant natural selection signatures are shown (*P*~ASMC~ \< 0.05/71,320 bins = 7.0 × 10^−7^). A gene nearest to the top bin of each region is indicated.

To validate the results, we conducted a replication study using two independent Japanese cohorts; the Nagahama cohort (*n *=* *1,591; see URLs) and the Japan Biological Informatics Consortium (JBIC; *n *=* *1,209; [@msaa005-B13]; [@msaa005-B14]). Among the 29 loci with genome-wide significance in BBJ, 26 loci satisfied the nominal significance (*P*~ASMC~ \< 0.05) in both of the replication cohorts ([supplementary table 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). When we confined the BBJ individuals to those included in the main Hondo cluster (*n *=* *160,994), the genome-wide DRC150 estimates indicated high concordance with those from all the BBJ individuals (*r *=* *0.9995; [supplementary fig. 4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). These results empirically demonstrated the robustness of our genome-wide ASMC natural selection signature in Japanese.

iHS Analysis Revealed Selection Signatures at ADH and MHC in Japanese
---------------------------------------------------------------------

As a comparative approach, we applied iHS to our Japanese GWAS data, one of the classical but robust methods designed to examine allelic discrepancy in extended haplotype lengths. iHS focuses on the selection signatures within the past 20,000--30,000 years ([@msaa005-B56]; [@msaa005-B19]), of which the time phase is similar to that of ASMC. Although parallel calculation of genome-wide haplotype lengths requires massive computing resources, introduction of multithreading computation enabled its application to a large-scale GWAS data representing the populations ([@msaa005-B52]). By standardizing the genome-wide iHS *z*-scores, we obtained the *P* values representing the significance of the selection signatures (=*P*~iHS~) for the 475,072 SNPs (a quantile--quantile plot for [supplementary fig. 2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}*b*, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online, and a Manhattan plot for [fig. 2*b*](#msaa005-F2){ref-type="fig"}). The iHS analysis provided the two loci of the ADH cluster (*P*~iHS~ = 7.3 × 10^−8^ at rs1442493; described in detail later) and the MHC region (*P*~iHS~ = 9.0 × 10^−16^ at rs6930052), which satisfied the genome-wide significance threshold, considering multiple comparison of the number of the tested SNPs (*P*~ASMC~ \< 0.05/475,072 = 1.1 × 10^−7^; [table 2](#msaa005-T2){ref-type="table"}). The lead SNP allele within the MHC region rs6930052-T with iHS *z*-score = 8.04 was in tight linkage disequilibrium (LD) with the HLA-DPB1\*04:01 allele (*r*^2^ = 0.88; [@msaa005-B14]), on which strong recent positive selection acted locally within the Japanese archipelago ([@msaa005-B22]). In addition to concordance of the strongly selected genetic loci among these two independent algorithms, SNPs included in the loci detected by ASMC showed enrichment of iHS selection signals. In total, 4.58-fold increase of the mean iHS *χ*^2^ values was observed when compared with the genome-wide estimates. When we assessed each locus separately, 27 of the 29 loci demonstrated increased mean iHS *χ*^2^ values (\>1.00; [supplementary table 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online).

###### 

Genetic Loci with Significant Natural Selection Signatures in the Japanese Population Detected by iHS.

  rsID        Chr   Position     Cytoband  Ancestral/Derived Allele   Freq.[^a^](#tblfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}   iHS *z*-Score[^a^](#tblfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}      *P* ~iHS~    Region
  ----------- ----- ----------- ---------- -------------------------- ------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------- --------------- ------------------
  rs1442493   4     100321365      4q23    G/A                        0.799                                      5.38                                                7.3 × 10^−8^   The ADH clusters
  rs6930052   6     32990481       6p21    T/A                        0.952                                      −8.04                                               9.0 × 10^−16^  The MHC region

[Note]{.smallcaps}.---Genetic loci with genome-wide significant natural selection signatures are shown (*P*~iHS~ \< 0.05/475,072 SNP = 1.1 × 10^−7^).

Corresponding to the derived allele.

In the ADH cluster locus, we also observed nominally significant positive selection pressure at the well-known functional missense variant of *ADH1B*, which is associated with lower alcohol consumption, as well (rs1229984-A \[Arg48His\], *P*~iHS~ = 7.1 × 10^−4^ with iHS *z*-score = 3.39, *r*^2^ = 0.34 with rs1442493 in Japanese; [@msaa005-B24]; [@msaa005-B40]). The previous Japanese SDS study demonstrated that this locus was under very recent selection pressure (*P*~SDS~ = 7.1 × 10^−4^ at rs1229984; [fig. 2*b*;](#msaa005-F2){ref-type="fig"} obtained from [@msaa005-B42]\]). These three methods reflect differential time scales of natural selection (approximately the past around 3,000, 20,000, and 30,000 years for SDS, ASMC by DRC~150~, and iHS, respectively). When we observed time-series shifts of the DRC values among the 29 loci detected by ASMC ([fig. 3](#msaa005-F3){ref-type="fig"}), the ADH cluster region has been the locus under the strongest selection pressure in the past 300 generations (i.e., ∼10,000 years). We note that the *SLC44A5* locus at 1p31 ([@msaa005-B31]) was under the strongest selection at the generation before the selection on ADH was dominant. These results suggest that the ADH cluster region was under longitudinal selection pressure in the evolutional history of Japanese. To explore biological function of the region, we assessed tissue-specific expression profiles of the *ADH1B* gene obtained from the GTEx database (see URLs). High expression profiles of *ADH1B* were observed in liver, as well as adipose and breast, suggesting relation with alcohol metabolism ([supplementary fig. 5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online).

![Time-series shifts of the DRC values among the loci with natural selection signature. Time-series shifts of the DRC values (per generation) among the 29 loci with significant natural selection signature in the Japanese population detected by ASMC. The *x*-axis indicates the past generations, and the *y*-axis indicates the DRC values.](msaa005f3){#msaa005-F3}

Phenome-Wide Enrichment of the Trait-Associated Variants with Selection Signatures
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Genetic variants associated with the human phenotypes have been targets of natural selection pressure through evolutional history of each population. Although it would be difficult to directly observe the past phenotypic events related to adaptation, one can indirectly estimate the phenotypes that drove selection by examining enrichment of the GWAS-identified trait-associated variants with selection signatures ([@msaa005-B9]; [@msaa005-B42]; [@msaa005-B45]). Thus, we conducted a phenome-wide enrichment analysis of the ASMC and iHS selection signatures on the lead variants that were associated with human complex traits in Japanese satisfying the genome-wide significance threshold (*P *\<* *5.0 × 10^−8^; [@msaa005-B21]). We curated the 2,190 Japanese trait-associated variants of the 105 phenotypes which consist of 35 diseases and 70 quantitative measurements classified into 14 categories (anthropometric \[*n *=* *2\], behavior \[*n *=* *4\], blood pressure \[*n *=* *4\], echocardiographic \[*n *=* *4\], electrolyte \[*n *=* *5\], hematological \[*n *=* *13\], kidney function \[*n *=* *4\], liver function \[*n *=* *6\], metabolic \[*n *=* *6\], other biochemical \[*n *=* *7\], pharmacogenetics \[*n *=* *2\], protein \[*n *=* *5\], reproductive aging \[*n *=* *4\], and skin pigmentation \[*n *=* *4\]).

Abundant selection signatures detected by ASMC enabled the phenome-wide analysis to identify in total 37 traits, of which the associated variants showed significant enrichments with selection, vastly expanding the findings from the previous efforts (*P *\<* *0.05/105 = 4.8 × 10^−4^; [fig. 4*a*](#msaa005-F4){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary table 2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online; [@msaa005-B42]). The strongest phenotypic enrichments in selection were observed for drinking-related behavior (*P *=* *2.9 × 10^−41^ for alcohol drinking dose and *P *=* *2.0 × 10^−34^ for alcohol drinking history) and for esophageal cancer supposed as a consequence of drinking alcohol (*P *=* *2.9 × 10^−41^; [@msaa005-B1]). These results were mostly driven by strong selection signatures at the functional missense SNPs involved in alcohol metabolism (Arg47His at *ADH1B* and Glu504Lys at *ALDH2*), which are specifically observed in east Asian populations due to population-specific positive selection pressure ([@msaa005-B40]). These two loci explain 7.4% and 1.6% of the phenotype variances of alcohol drinking dose and esophageal cancer in east Asians, respectively, and selection enrichment on these traits became nonsignificant when these two loci were removed. Further, enrichments in reproductive aging (*P *=* *2.4 × 10^−21^ for menopause), anthropometric traits (*P *=* *3.4 × 10^−21^ for body mass index and *P *=* *5.6 × 10^−8^ for height), kidney function (*P *=* *3.8 × 10^−13^ for serum creatinine, *P *=* *7.9 × 10^−12^ for estimated glomerular filtration rate, *P *=* *9.8 × 10^−6^ for uric acid, and *P *=* *2.5 × 10^−4^ for blood urea nitrogen), and other hematological and biochemical measurements such as lipids, electrolyte, and protein, were observed. As novel findings beyond the previous studies in Japanese ([@msaa005-B42]), we newly identified selection enrichments in immune-related diseases (*P *=* *6.3 × 10^−6^ for adult asthma, *P *=* *7.9 × 10^−6^ for psoriasis, *P *=* *2.0 × 10^−5^ for Stevens--Johnson syndrome for cold medicine, *P *=* *2.3 × 10^−5^ for ulcerative colitis, *P *=* *3.7 × 10^−5^ for rheumatoid arthritis, *P *=* *2.4 × 10^−4^ for Behcet's disease, and *P *=* *2.8 × 10^−4^ for systemic lupus erythematosus). In contrast, no enrichment was observed in skin pigmentation (*P *\>* *0.13), for which selection pressure was often observed in Europeans and Africans ([@msaa005-B8]; [@msaa005-B45]). The DRC~150~ statistic computed using ASMC does not provide allelic direction of the selection pressure but is expected to capture the signature of positive selection rather than negative selection. Our phenome-wide selection enrichment scan, however, cannot be interpreted as providing a directional effect of selection on phenotypic values.

![Overlap between ASMC natural selection signatures and genetic risk of modern human phenotypes. Enrichment of ASMC natural selection signatures of in the GWAS-identified trait-associated risk variants in (*a*) the Japanese population and (*b*) the European population (UK Biobank). For each trait, inflation of the selection ASMC DRC~150~ is indicated along with the *x*-axis, and --log~10~(*P*) of enrichment is plotted along with the *y*-axis. The horizontal gray lines represent significance thresholds based of Bonferroni correction on the numbers of the evaluated traits.](msaa005f4){#msaa005-F4}

We then conducted the comparative phenome-wide enrichment analysis in the European population using the UK Biobank resource. We integrated the previously reported genome-wide ASMC natural selection signature (*n *=* *113,851; [@msaa005-B45]) and the phenome-wide GWAS lead SNPs of the UK Biobank GWAS ([@msaa005-B6]). We observed significant enrichment in 222 of the 639 traits (*P *\<* *0.05/639 = 7.8 × 10^−5^; [fig. 4*b*](#msaa005-F4){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary table 3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). The strongest phenotypic enrichment was observed in dietary habits (*P *=* *7.9 × 10^−53^ for bread intake and *P *=* *2.3 × 10^−33^ for cereal intake). Enrichment in anthropometric traits (*P *=* *1.8 × 10^−44^ and 3.0 × 10^−43^ for left and right hand grip strength, respectively, *P *=* *8.4 × 10^−42^ for walking pace, *P *=* *1.7 × 10^−31^ for trunk fat, *P *=* *3.9 × 10^−30^ for height at age 10, and *P *=* *1.1 × 10^−29^ for height), immune-related diseases (*P *=* *1.4 × 10^−44^ for connective tissue disorder, *P *=* *3.0 × 10^−41^ for spondylopathies, and *P *=* *1.2 × 10^−37^ for psoriasis), and hematological traits (*P *=* *9.4 × 10^−31^ for red blood cell and *P *=* *1.2 × 10^−30^ for monocyte) was also observed. Interestingly, traits belonging to the same category of the dietary habits (i.e., drinking for Japanese and bread for Europeans) demonstrated the strongest enrichment in both populations, suggesting the prominent roles of dietary habits in natural selection pressure in a population-specific way.

We also assessed overlap between the phenotype-associated variants and iHS selection signatures in Japanese and identified six traits with significant enrichment (*P *\<* *4.8 × 10^−4^; [supplementary fig. 6 and t](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}able 4, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). The most significant enrichment was observed for aspartate aminotransferase (*P *=* *3.5 × 10^−9^). Enrichment for drinking-related behavior (*P *=* *8.1 × 10^−4^ for alcohol drinking dose and *P *=* *0.0026 for alcohol drinking history), esophageal cancer (*P *=* *8.1 × 10^−4^), and immune-related diseases (*P *=* *1.4 × 10^−6^ for ulcerative colitis and *P *=* *4.5 × 10^−6^ for Takayasu's arteritis) was also observed. We considered that, as ASMC detected more loci with significant natural selection, enrichment was observed in a larger number of the complex human traits in ASMC than iHS. Further, the differences in the methodology to screen selection signature and target timescale could explain discrepancy of the phenotypic spectra between these two methods.

Alcohol and Nutrition Metabolisms-Related Pathways Implicated in Selection
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

To have further insights into biological backgrounds in evolution of Japanese, we conducted functional interpretation of the genes within the loci under significant selection signatures (*P*~ASMC~ \< 7.0 × 10^−7^; *n *=* *135). We thus performed a molecular pathway analysis. We observed implication of the pathways related to alcohol and nutrition metabolisms, such as ethanol oxidation (*P*~adjusted~ = 8.6 × 10^−13^ by Reactome), ADH activity (*P*~adjusted~ = 1.2 × 10^−10^ by Gene Ontology molecular function), fatty acid degradation (*P*~adjusted~ = 1.3 × 10^−9^ by Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes and *P*~adjusted~ = 7.7 × 10^−10^ by WikiPathways), and noradrenaline and adrenaline degradation (*P*~adjusted~ = 5.7 × 10^−6^ by HumanCyc; [supplementary table 5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). These results again highlight that 1) phenome-wide spectrum driven by natural selection pressure could be differently characterized in each population and 2) the Japanese population have experienced adaptation processes represented by alcohol and nutrition metabolisms, which were different from those observed in European or African ancestry.

Discussion
==========

In this study, we conducted a genome-wide scan of natural selection signatures in the Japanese population using the large-scale GWAS data with \>170,000 subjects, which is one of the largest efforts to date in non-European ancestry. Estimation of locus-specific TMRCA from the SNP microarray data using ASMC demonstrated enough statistical power to detect 29 loci with significant selection signatures, which conspicuously expanded the previous findings. Additional analysis using iHS showed robustness of the analytic results, contributing to the fine-mapping of the genes responsible for selection drive, and provided allelic directional insights (e.g., positive selection for *ADH1B*-Arg48His and HLA-DPB1\*04:01). Our study clearly highlighted a value of natural selection study using the nation-wide biobank-scale genome data supported by application of multiple analytical methods.

The phenome-wide enrichment analysis with the selection signatures demonstrated that a variety of categories of the modern human phenotypes have been involved in the adaptation of the Japanese population. Comparative analysis with the European population demonstrated that the identified phenotype spectra were population specific, which was highlighted by the striking enrichment for alcohol and nutrition-related phenotypes in Japanese. Our scan also identified involvement of anthropometric and biochemical clinical measurements, as well as immune-related diseases.

Adaptation of the Japanese (or neighboring east Asian) population with the alcohol-related phenotypes has been mostly observed for the two genetic loci of *ADH1B* and *ALDH2* ([@msaa005-B24]; [@msaa005-B40]; [@msaa005-B42]). These two loci showed relatively similar magnitude of selection pressure in the past 3,000 years assessed with rare variant distributions obtained by WGS data of Japanese ([@msaa005-B42]). In this study, we revealed that the *ADH1B* region has been under longitudinal selection pressure throughout the evolutional history of Japanese, and in the older ages (e.g., the past 20,000--30,000 years), selection pressure was much evident at *ADH1B* rather than *ALDH2*. Natural selection pressure on *ADH1B* was also observed in worldwide populations, which was not the case for *ALDH2* ([@msaa005-B11]; [@msaa005-B19]). These results suggest the history of selection pressure, initially preceded by *ADH1B* and recently followed by *ALDH2*, which should provide novel insights into long-standing discussions on the physiological and environmental origin of these genes to drive evolutions ([@msaa005-B44]). On the other hand, their phenotypic origin on selection pressure in Japanese remains elusive. In addition to alcohol-related phenotypes, associations of these loci with human behaviors have been recently reported (e.g., risk-taking behaviors and assortative mating at *ADH1B* rs1229984; [@msaa005-B18]; [@msaa005-B28]). Causal effects of genetically determined alcohol drinking behaviors on disease risk and mortality are also known ([@msaa005-B23]; [@msaa005-B36]). Recent large-scale studies in Japanese reported contribution of the *ADH1B* and *ALDH2* functional variants on dietary consumptions of wider ranges of traditional foods and beverages, as well as all-cause mortality rates ([@msaa005-B34]; [@msaa005-B49]). Further follow-up studies utilizing the cohorts with deep phenotypes are warranted.

As potential limitations of our study, the *P* values for ASMC (and iHS) were estimated approximately according to the expected null distribution. This concern has been mitigated in our work by adopting a conservative Bonferroni significance threshold, and by our use of an empirical distribution of test statistics to fit null model parameters, which is conservative due to overdispersion that is likely caused by the underlying presence of undetected loci undergoing recent positive selection. Further theoretical approaches to more robustly estimate empirical distribution of statistics, such as mixture of gamma distributions corresponding to the both null and alternative hypotheses, should be warranted. Since the BBJ cohort consisted of the disease-affected individuals, we would note that its potential effect on selection screening might be different from that in healthy cohort. Accuracy of haplotype phasing, and its heterogeneity among genome-wide regions, could also affect the selection scan results. Next, there exist concerns on overlap between selection and trait-associated genetics in the light of potential artifacts due to population stratification, especially in the field of polygenic analysis ([@msaa005-B39]). For example, polygenic selection signals observed for the height GWAS meta-analysis are now considered to be partly driven by residual population structure ([@msaa005-B4]; [@msaa005-B50]). As our phenome-wide selection enrichment analysis has only considered conclusively trait-associated (i.e., genome-wide significant) lead SNPs, rather than all genome-wide variants considering polygenicity, we believe the risk for such a confounder to be minimal in our results.

In conclusion, our study to utilize large-scale biobank-driven genome data of the Japanese population identified abundant selection signatures and their involvements in modern phenotypes. The findings highlighted population-specific and time phase-dependent features of the selection signatures, which would warrant further studies incorporating additional ancestries followed by trans-ethnic comparisons.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Characteristics of the Subjects
-------------------------------

We enrolled a total of 170,882 individuals of Japanese ancestry for genome-wide natural selection screening. Of these, 169,994 individuals were obtained from BBJ, and 888 were obtained from Epstein-Barr virus transformed B-lymphoblast cell lines of Japanese individuals established by the Japan Pharma SNP Consortium. The BBJ subjects were affected with any of the 45 diseases ([@msaa005-B15]), and the Pharma SNP Consortium subjects were healthy controls. In the replication study, we enrolled 1,591 Japanese healthy participants from the Nagahama cohorts (see URLs) and 1,209 Japanese participants enrolled from JBIC ([@msaa005-B13]; [@msaa005-B14]). Subjects who were identified as non-Japanese origin either by self-reporting or by PCA were excluded, as described elsewhere ([@msaa005-B20]; [@msaa005-B14]). All the participants provided written informed consent as approved by the ethical committee of the institutes. This study was approved by the ethical committee of Osaka University Graduate School of Medicine.

Characteristics of the GWAS Data
--------------------------------

We obtained BBJ GWAS genotype data of the unrelated Japanese subjects (*n *=* *170,882). Details of the data processing were described elsewhere ([@msaa005-B20]; [@msaa005-B14]). Briefly, the subjects were genotyped using Illumina HumanOmniExpressExome BeadChip or in combination of Illumina HumanOmniExpress and HumanExome BeadChips. The population structure of the BBJ participants depicted by PCA is indicated in [supplementary figure 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online. The genotype data were followed by the stringent QC filters, which yielded dense coverage of the genome-wide autosomal chromosome SNP with minor allele frequency ≥0.01 (*n *=* *485,296). The individuals in the Nagahama cohort and JBIC were genotyped using Illumina Human610-Quad and HumanCoreExome-12v1, respectively and processed in the same manner as the BBJ cohort (431,648 and 257,803 autosomal SNP after QC, respectively).

Genome-Wide Selection Signature Scan Using ASMC
-----------------------------------------------

We estimated locus-specific TMRCA in a genome-wide manner by applying ASMC to the GWAS genotype data, as described elsewhere ([@msaa005-B45]). We estimated the population-specific demographic model by applying SMC++ (version 1.8.0) to the previously constructed deep WGS data of the Japanese population (*n *=* *1,276; [@msaa005-B42]). The GWAS genotype data were phased separately for each short or long autosomal chromosome arm as haplotype data using Eagle (version 2.3), and then split into 50 batches (3,417 or 3,418 samples per batch). For each phased batch, we applied ASMC with options \--majorMinorPosteriorSums, \--mode array and generation time intervals ranging from 30 to 2,000 and demographic model made by SMC++. Then, we merged all batches using MergePosteriorSums.jar which was included in ASMC. The output was normalized so that the posterior sums to 1 for each site and average values were calculated for each bin of 0.05 cm. Finally, DRC~150~ was calculated. Since genome-wide DRC~*T*~ statistics are known to follow a gamma distribution, we fitted the single null gamma distribution of the DRC~*T*~ statistics in our data set based on maximum likelihood estimate by conservatively excluding those in the previously known variants with significant selection signatures in the Japanese or Asian populations (±5 Mb of the MHC region or *ALDH2*, or ±500 kb of the other detected loci; [@msaa005-B17]; [@msaa005-B30], [@msaa005-B29]; [@msaa005-B7]; [@msaa005-B42]). We obtained one-tailed *P* values of the genome-wide bins according to the DRC~150~ values and the fitted gamma distribution (=*P*~ASMC~). We set the significance threshold by considering the Boferroni correction based on the number of the tested bins (*α* = 0.05).

Genome-Wide Selection Signature Scan Using iHS
----------------------------------------------

Using the phased BBJ GWAS haplotype data, we calculated genome-wide natural selection signatures based on iHS ([@msaa005-B56]; [@msaa005-B19]) separately for each short or long chromosome arm, using the multithread computing option of selscan (\--threads, version 1.1.0b; [@msaa005-B52]). The genome-wide iHS *z*-scores were standardized through normalization within each derived allele frequency bin (bin widths = 0.01). The variants in the previously known loci with selection signatures in Japanese or Asians were also excluded in the process of normalization fitting ([@msaa005-B17]; [@msaa005-B30], [@msaa005-B29]; [@msaa005-B7]; [@msaa005-B42]). We estimated two-tailed *P* values of the SNP according to the normalized *z*-scores (=*P*~iHS~). We set the significance threshold by considering the Boferroni correction based on the number of the assessed SNP (*α* = 0.05). Summary statistics of the SDS selection signals in Japanese were obtained from the previous study ([@msaa005-B42]).

GTEx Transcriptomic Data Analysis
---------------------------------

Tissue-specific expression profiles of the *ADH1B* gene was obtained from the GTEx Portal database (see URLs).

Phenome-Wide Selection Signature Analysis Using the Trait-Associated SNP
------------------------------------------------------------------------

We assessed enrichment of the natural selection signatures in the Japanese population within the variants associated with human complex traits in a phenome-wide manner. We collected a list of the independent sets of the variants identified by the GWAS conducted for the Japanese population that satisfied the genome-wide significance threshold of *P *\<* *5.0 × 10^−8^ ([@msaa005-B21]). In addition to curation of the public and internal databases that archive the trait-associated variants (e.g., the GWAS Catalog database; see URLs), we conducted manual curation of the literature to obtain the variant list ([@msaa005-B43]; [@msaa005-B35]; [@msaa005-B2]; [@msaa005-B13]; [@msaa005-B16]; [@msaa005-B20]; [@msaa005-B48]; [@msaa005-B51]; [@msaa005-B32]; [@msaa005-B34]). The references in which the variant lists were originally obtained were listed as [supplementary table 6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online. In the phenome-wide screening, we did not include the traits for which only a single risk variant has been reported.

Regarding enrichment analysis of the selection signatures by ASMC, we obtained the sum of the DRC~150~ values of the bins where the trait-associated variants were included for each of the traits. We then estimated enrichment *P* values based on reproducing property of a gamma distribution (i.e., the sum of the *k* DRC~150~ values also follows a gamma distribution with a shape parameter of *k*). The enrichment analysis in the UK Biobank resource was conducted by integrating the previously reported genome-wide ASMC DRC~150~ values ([@msaa005-B45]) and the phenome-wide GWAS lead SNPs of the UK Biobank GWAS downloaded from the GeneAtlas database ([@msaa005-B6]; see URLs).

Regarding enrichment analysis of the selection signatures by iHS, we obtained the sum of the squared values of the normalized iHS *z*-scores of the variants (or the proxy variants in LD when available; *r*^2^ \> 0.5 in the Japanese WGS data; [@msaa005-B42]), which was compared with the *χ*^2^ distribution with the degree of freedom equal to the number of the variants. Statistical analyses were done by using R statistical software (version 3.4.3) and python (version 3.6.6) with the scipy library (version 1.1.0).

Biological Annotation of the Genes within the Loci with Selection Signatures
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

For each locus with the genome-wide significant selection signatures detected by ASMC, we defined the boundary of the locus by collapsing the neighboring bins with significant signatures. We conducted the biological pathway analysis using Enrichr ([@msaa005-B25]). Among the 22 pathways and Gene Ontology classifications implemented in Enrichr, those indicating the most significant associations that satisfied the significance threshold considering multiple testing were highlighted (Bonferroni correction with *α* = 0.05). As suggested previously ([@msaa005-B48]), we did not include the genes in the MHC region for the pathway analysis, considering complex LD structure of the variants and pivotal functional roles of the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) genes ([@msaa005-B41]). Due to the small number of the loci outside the MHC region with significant signatures, we did not conduct the pathway analysis based on the iHS result.

URLs
----

The URLs for data presented herein are as follows:

ASMC, [http://www.palamaralab.org/software/ASMC; last accessed October 31, 2019.](http://www.palamaralab.org/software/ASMC)

The Nagahama cohort GWAS data, [https://humandbs.biosciencedbc.jp/hum0012-v1; last accessed October 31, 2019.](https://humandbs.biosciencedbc.jp/hum0012-v1)

GTEx Portal, [https://gtexportal.org/home/; last accessed October 31, 2019.](https://gtexportal.org/home/)

GWAS Catalog, [https://www.ebi.ac.uk/gwas/; last accessed October 31, 2019.](https://www.ebi.ac.uk/gwas/)

GeneAtlas, [http://geneatlas.roslin.ed.ac.uk; last accessed October 31, 2019.](http://geneatlas.roslin.ed.ac.uk)

Supplementary Material
======================

[Supplementary data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} are available at *Molecular Biology and Evolution* online.
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